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Future large-scale quantum computing devices based on semiconductor spin qubits require multiplexed
microwave control signals for manipulation and readout of the qubits. However, interfacing these control
signals between room temperature and cryogenic temperatures where the qubits operate is a complex
technical challenge. Here, we show a microwave modulator based on a nanoengineered semiconductor
quantum dot that is designed to operate at millikelvin temperatures alongside the qubits. We operate the
modulator as a mixer and a frequency multiplier over a bandwidth of up to 25 GHz. We estimate the power
dissipation when driving quantum gates using frequency-up-converted signals under realistic experimental
conditions to be 4 pW, highly compatible with the cooling powers available in current commercial dilution
refrigerators. The device is fabricated in silicon using atomic precision lithography, providing a pathway
toward combining qubits and classical control functionality on the same integrated chip.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Future large-scale solid-state quantum computing archi-
tectures will require high-bandwidth control and readout
signals to perform computation and error correction [1–
3]. Spin-qubit devices based on semiconductor quantum
dots are a leading platform for quantum processing devices
[4–7] and are typically operated at cryogenic temperatures.
Currently, the signals required to control these qubits have
most commonly been generated using room-temperature
electronics. The electrical connections between room-
temperature and cryogenic stages must, however, maintain
signal integrity for high-carrier-frequency signals (up to
tens of gigahertz) [8] without creating a heat load larger
than the available cooling power. As computing devices
scale to larger qubit numbers, more electrical connec-
tions are required, making interfacing room-temperature
control signals with the cryogenic quantum processor an
increasingly complex technical challenge [9].

An alternative strategy is to operate the qubit-control
electronics at cryogenic temperatures directly [10,11],
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thereby reducing the thermal gradient and the physical dis-
tance over which signals must travel. Significant progress
has been made using classical cryo-CMOS devices for
qubit control [12–14], motivating the search for novel
signal generation and manipulation devices also operat-
ing at cryogenic temperatures. One intriguing prospect
is to use quantum dot devices similar to those used to
host the qubits. Here, dispersive-readout experiments on
semiconductor quantum dots have demonstrated that the
admittance behaves as a nonlinear capacitance [15,16].
Indeed, this nonlinear capacitance has recently been rec-
ognized as a useful novel circuit element, with a quan-
tum dot based parametric amplifier being proposed [17]
and later demonstrated experimentally [18]. The nonlinear
capacitance of a quantum dot is analogous to the nonlin-
ear inductance of Josephson junctions in superconducting
circuits, which have been used to demonstrate quantum
limited microwave amplifiers [19], switches [20], and cir-
culators [21,22], as well as mixers and phase shifters [23].
Quantum dot based devices should thus be able to demon-
strate similar functionality for semiconductor qubits, with
the added advantage of resilience to the magnetic fields
required for spin-qubit operation.

In this work, we consider a semiconductor quantum
dot (tunnel coupled to a single lead) as an ultralow-
dissipation wide-bandwidth nonlinear circuit element. We
demonstrate operation of the quantum dot as a microwave
mixer with an input bandwidth of over 25 GHz and as
a frequency multiplier. Mixers form important building
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blocks in microwave circuitry, as critical components in
qubit-control electronics such as phase-sensitive detec-
tors, vector signal generators, and amplifiers [24]. The low
power dissipation (we estimate <4 pW) is fully compatible
with millikelvin operation in a dilution refrigerator, where
spin qubits have demonstrated the highest gate fidelities
[25–27]. Previous experiments have investigated the use
of metallic single-electron transistors (SETs) as microwave
mixers [28–30]. In these experiments, the SETs have been
operated in a multiterminal configuration that has modu-
lated the resistance of the SET channel, hence dissipating
power. In contrast, our quantum dot modulator is a reac-
tive circuit element with power dissipation asymptotically
approaching zero in the limit of high tunnel rates [31,32].
Reactive circuit elements (which do not have a resis-
tive component to their impedance) are advantageous for
millikelvin operation, as they do not dissipate power or
introduce thermal noise. Our modulator is directly compat-
ible with atom-scale spin-qubit fabrication technologies,
providing a promising route to a hybrid quantum classical
integrated circuit.

II. DEVICE DESIGN

We fabricate the device on a silicon substrate using a
scanning tunneling microscope (STM) to perform atomic
precision hydrogen-resist lithography [33,34]. Figure 1
shows an image of the device, in which the regions inside
the white dotted lines have been selectively desorbed of
hydrogen. The desorbed regions are then doped with phos-
phorus, giving rise to metallic conduction at millikelvin
temperatures [35]. The device consists of a quantum dot
(QD) tunnel coupled to a single reservoir lead (R) and
capacitively coupled to a control gate (G). Atomic pre-
cision lithography allows nanoscale geometrical engineer-
ing, which we take advantage of by patterning a circular
wraparound gate to maximize capacitive coupling with
the quantum dot [36]. This geometry results in a gate
lever arm (defined as α = Ci/C� , where Ci is the QD-
G capacitance and C� is the sum of all capacitances to
QD) of α = 0.35 (determined by measuring the Coulomb-
peak width as a function of the temperature [15]). This
value is the highest lever arm for a gate (excluding tunnel-
coupled reservoirs) measured to date in STM-fabricated
planar devices. Increasing α enhances the nonlinearity and
increases modulator output amplitude. The fact that the
phosphorus donors provide natural confining potentials for
the electrons in the device means that additional confine-
ment gates, which would complicate device operation and
reduce the capacitive interaction between the gate G and
QD [37], are not required. Based on the size of the QD
(approximately 280 nm2), we estimate that 400–500 31P
donors will incorporate and electrical measurements show
that the QD is large enough to be in the “metallic” dot
regime (Appendix B). Based on COMSOL simulations, we
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FIG. 1. An STM image of the quantum dot microwave modu-
lator. The device consists of a quantum dot (QD) tunnel coupled
to a single electron reservoir lead (R) and capacitively coupled
to a circular gate (G) geometrically engineered to maximize the
lever arm. The reservoir is coupled to a resonant impedance-
matching circuit (L, CP, CM ) that brings the high impedance of
the device closer to 50 � at 228.3 MHz. Bias tees on the reservoir
and gate lines allow both dc and rf signals to be applied. Signals
Vf1 and Vf2 can be applied to G individually (for frequency mul-
tiplication and dispersive measurements) or simultaneously (for
mixing experiments).

expect the stray capacitance between G and R in our device
to be approximately 13 aF.

As shown in Fig. 1, the reservoir lead is attached to a res-
onant LC circuit providing impedance matching between
the device and the 50-� coaxial cable routed to the mea-
surement electronics. We apply one or more input signals
of arbitrary frequency to the gate, while the output is
always measured from the reservoir terminal at the res-
onant frequency fout of the matching circuit. The output
signals are amplified before acquisition on a spectrum
analyzer.

III. THEORY OF OPERATION

We first introduce the theory required to understand
the operation of the quantum dot as a mixer and fre-
quency multiplier. Because of Coulomb blockade, the
charge occupation of a quantum dot as a function of the
gate voltage is a series of discrete steps with period Ec/α,
where Ec is the charging energy [Fig. 2(a)]. Consider-
ing the region around one single charge-degeneracy point
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FIG. 2. Theory of quantum dot nonlinear admittance. (a) Aver-
age gate charge as a function of the gate voltage, showing
discrete steps due to Coulomb blockade. (b) Differential capaci-
tance of the quantum dot. When biased near a charge-degeneracy
point (orange star), the device presents a nonlinear admittance
and can be used as a mixer. (c) Average current over one ac volt-
age cycle for voltage amplitude 0.5V0 (blue line) and 4V0 (red
line). (d) Absolute value of the ac current Fourier component at
the driving frequency as a function of the drive amplitude. Satu-
ration is observed at large drive amplitudes. Drive amplitudes for
the red and blue curves in (c) are indicated by the corresponding
colored stars.

(taken to be at VG = 0 V), the average gate charge is given
by

q(VG) = αe
π

arctan
(

VG

V0

)
, (1)

for the case of a lifetime-broadened charge transition
(�� � kBT), where V0 = ��/αe is a characteristic volt-
age scale determining the half width at half maximum of
a Coulomb peak (α is the lever arm of the gate, e is the
electron charge, and � is the R to QD tunnel rate). The
differential capacitance is given by

dq
dVG

= Cq

1 + (VG/V0)2 , (2)

where Cq = α2e2/π�� is the quantum capacitance [38,
39]. Equations (1) and (2) are plotted for multiple charge
transitions in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. In gen-
eral, VG has a dc bias component and an ac component,
VG = Vdc + Vac cos(2π ft). When biased with a gate volt-
age Vdc near to a charge-degeneracy point [as shown by
the orange stars in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], the device presents
a nonlinear admittance and can be used as a mixer.

The current flowing in the device is the time derivative
of the charge, I = dq/dt. At the charge-degeneracy point
(Vdc = 0), a small sinusoidal voltage (Vac � V0) applied
to the gate causes a sinusoidal current to flow, as shown by
the blue curve in Fig. 2(c). In this regime, the admittance
is iωCq. For Vac � V0 the admittance becomes nonlinear
due to the discreteness of the quantum dot charging and
the current no longer remains sinusoidal, shown by the red
trace in Fig. 2(c). In this case, the current is concentrated
around the times at which the charge-degeneracy point
is crossed, giving rise to higher harmonics in the Fourier
composition of the current. The device is thus acting as
a frequency multiplier by generating new harmonics from
a purely sinusoidal input voltage. We derive an expres-
sion for the Fourier component of the current at the drive
frequency (Appendix C), given by

Iac( f ) = −4iαef

(√
1 + (Vac/V0)2 − 1

Vac/V0

)
, (3)

which saturates to a maximum amplitude of |Iac| = 4αef ,
where f is the input frequency. Figure 2(d) plots this
expression with the drive amplitudes from Fig. 2(c) indi-
cated by red and blue stars. Intuitively, once an electron
is being pumped on and off the quantum dot every ac
cycle, the current component at the drive frequency can-
not increase further (unless the input signal becomes larger
than the charging energy of the QD, allowing multiple
electrons to contribute; see Appendix F). This single-
electron current generates the dispersive signal in a spin-
qubit readout experiment; hence the saturation behavior
determines the maximum achievable dispersive signal. We
quantify this signal by estimating the maximum power
that can result from the saturation value of Iac, driven
into an impedance matched to the dot impedance (Zdot =
(iωCq)

−1), given by

Pmax =
∣∣∣∣ I

2
acZdot

2

∣∣∣∣ = 4f ��. (4)

Equation (4) expresses the maximum possible dispersive
signal generated by a single electron tunneling between a
reservoir and a quantum dot, which follows directly from
the saturation of Iac. Note that while the lever arm α does
not appear in this theoretical expression, in experiments,
engineering a larger α increases Cq (for fixed �), thus
reducing the device impedance and making impedance
matching to 50 � less technically challenging.

In the limit that Vac � V0 and � � Nf , we also derive
an analytic expression for the current flowing at higher
harmonics (Appendix C),

Iac(Nf ) = 4iαef (−1)N sin
[

N arccos
(

Vdc

Vac

)]
, (5)
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for |Vdc| < Vac, where N is the harmonic (N = 1 is the
drive frequency). Note that for Vac � V0, the maximum
current saturates to 4αef for all higher harmonics. This
puts a theoretical upper limit on the output current of the
frequency multiplier, which is important when consider-
ing potential applications such as frequency up-converting
signals on chip to drive quantum gate operations via
electron spin resonance (ESR) or electric dipole spin res-
onance (EDSR). Using these theoretical results, we can
model our experimental results and predict the ultimate
performance limits of our modulator under experimentally
feasible conditions.

IV. RESULTS

Using the above understanding, we can calibrate our
input and output signals in situ as voltage (Vac) and current
(Iac) at the device. This allows us to abstract away details
of the attenuations and gains in the experimental setup
and focus purely on device-level inputs and outputs for
direct comparison between theoretical and experimental
results [15]. To do this, we measure the dispersive response
sweeping Vdc over a single Coulomb peak as a function of
the ac signal amplitude, applied to the gate at frequency
fout. Figure 3(a) shows the measured data (plotted as the
signal amplitude above the background level, denoted by
� in Fig. 3) for a range of input voltages Vin. Note that
we use Vin to refer to the voltage output from the room-
temperature signal generator and Vac to refer to the voltage
that reaches the device after cable losses and attenuation
(all ac voltages are zero to peak).

Equation (5) with N = 1 describes the power broad-
ening of the Coulomb peak. For each Vin value, we
fit to an equation of the same form (given by � =
�0 sin [arccos (Vdc/Vac)]), with Vac and �0 as fitted param-
eters. Performing this fitting process yields −18 dB of
attenuation between the signal generator and the device,
similar to (within 1 dB) of the attenuation measured
through the same cabling at room temperature. Figure 3(b)
shows an example of this fit at the positions indicated
by the white dashed horizontal line cuts in Fig. 3(a) at
Vin = 33 mV and Vin = 15 mV. Both line cuts are in the
saturation regime for Iac (when Vac � V0), which explains
why the larger drive amplitude does not result in a higher
output signal (which would be expected for Vac < V0).

With Vac calibrated, we use Eq. (3) to calibrate Iac.
Figure 3(c) shows a plot along Vdc = 0 V in Fig. 3(a), with
a fit to an equation given by � = �sat(

√
1 + (Vac/V0)2 −

1)/(Vac/V0) (blue line), which has the same form as
Eq. (3). �sat and V0 are fitted parameters, where �sat is
the measured output voltage in the saturation regime. The
theoretical maximum current flowing is given by |Isat| =
4αef , which for our experimental parameters is 51 pA.
From the fit in Fig. 3(c), 51 pA of current at the device
corresponds to � = 3.8 mV measured at the spectrum
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FIG. 3. Calibration of the device-level voltages and currents.
(a) Measured dispersive signal sweeping Vdc over one Coulomb
peak as a function of increasing drive amplitude Vin (here, fin =
fout = 228.3 MHz). � is the measured signal level after perform-
ing a background subtraction. (b) Data (circles) and fits (solid
lines) to Eq. (5) (with N = 1) for Vin values of 15 and 33 mV,
indicated by horizontal dashed lines in (a). The fit gives cor-
responding values for Vac shown in the legend. (c) Data (red
circles) for Vdc = 0 V [vertical dashed line cut in (a)] expressed
in terms of Vac and Iac (the current at the device). The blue line
is a fit to Eq. (3), from which we calibrate the single-electron
tunneling current (left-hand axis) and extract an estimate of the
dot-to-reservoir tunnel coupling of 2π × 25 ± 5 GHz. The black
horizontal line shows the theoretical maximum current and the
yellow linear admittance plot shows the expected response for a
quantum capacitance of α2e2/π��.

analyzer. Using this conversion, Fig. 3(c) plots the data
with the left y-axis scale corresponding directly to current
at the device. Using these calibrations, we can now express
the rest of our experimental results directly in terms of
device-level voltages and currents, Iac and Vac. From the
fit in Fig. 3(c), we can also estimate the QD-to-R tun-
nel rate from the fitted parameter V0 (= ��/αe), which
we find to be � = 2π × 25 ± 5 GHz. To demonstrate
the relevance that our theory has to dispersive readout
of spin qubits, we calculate the upper bound of the dis-
persive signal expected for our experimental parameters
using Eq. (4). We find the maximum possible power deriv-
able from the dispersive signal in this experiment to be
Pmax = −108 dBm. The noise floor in readout experiments
is typically set by the noise temperature of the first-stage
amplifier, for which current commercially available mod-
els is 4 K or less. Assuming a 4 K noise temperature, the
maximum possible signal-to-noise ratio to detect the dis-
persive signal in our experiment is 27.6 dB at 500 kHz
bandwidth (we choose 500 kHz as this is the theoreti-
cal bandwidth of the impedance-matching circuit, which
transforms our device impedance perfectly to 50 �). This
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detection sensitivity means that the integration time for a
signal-to-noise ratio of 2 is 14 ns, comparable to the high-
est sensitivity charge detection demonstrated in semicon-
ductor qubits [40]. Equation (4) states that the sensitivity
can be increased with both higher tunnel coupling (�) and
operating frequency ( f ).

Next, we demonstrate how we can operate the same
device as a frequency multiplier by applying a single tone
at a subharmonic of the impedance-matching circuit res-
onant frequency ( fin = fout/N ). The nonlinear admittance
of the QD leads to harmonic generation. The impedance-
matching circuit functions as a band-pass filter around
fout. Figure 4(a) shows experimental data for N = 3 as
a function of Vdc (swept over a single Coulomb peak)
and Vac (swept from Vac < V0 to Vac > V0). At the val-
ues of Vdc for which an output is observed, the device
is operating as a frequency tripler. Figure 4(b) is a theo-
retical plot of the expected output current, with the only
input parameters being the experimentally measured tun-
nel rate, the lever arm, and an estimate of the temperature.
The theory quantitatively reproduces the multilobed struc-
ture of the frequency-multiplier output observed in the
experimental data. Figures 4(c) and 4(e) show data for
fin = fout/4 and fin = fout/5, respectively [with correspond-
ing theory plots in Figures 4(d) and 4(e)], with the device
operating as a frequency quadrupler and quintupler. The
QD-to-R tunnel rate puts a limit on the maximum fre-
quency that can be generated by this multiplication process
(which is � = 2π × 25 ± 5 GHz for this device). In future
devices, tunnel rates of 2π × 40–50 GHz (in the range
of ESR frequencies for 31P at the approximately 1.5 T
magnetic fields required for high-fidelity spin readout)
should be possible by reducing the distance between R
and QD.

As an example of the suitability of such a frequency
multiplier to drive high-fidelity quantum gate operations,
we use reported literature values for the voltage required
to drive EDSR in a phosphorus-donor-based qubit sys-
tem [41]. We find that Rabi oscillations at a frequency
of 6 MHz (equivalently, a π/2 qubit rotation time of
approximately 40 ns) should be possible for the conditions
described in Ref. [41] (0.5-T magnetic field, 14-GHz qubit
drive frequency) using the N = 5 output of a device engi-
neered to have α = 0.7 and � = 2π × 50 GHz and being
driven with a 20-mV signal at 2.8 GHz (for further details,
see Appendix G). Using a simple rate-equation model [42],
we estimate that under these conditions, approximately
4 pW of power would be dissipated due to nonadiabatic
tunneling. A reasonable estimate for the resistance of the
phosphorus-doped leads connecting to the quantum dot is
10 k�, meaning that a further 26 aW would be dissipated
in the leads. In total, this is a small fraction of the cooling
power available at the mixing chamber of a dilution refrig-
erator (units with 1 mW of cooling power at 100 mK are
commercially available), indicating that scale-up prospects
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FIG. 4. Frequency multiplication by the quantum dot. With
input frequency fin = fout/N , the measured output corresponds
to the N th harmonic generated by the QD nonlinearity. Here, we
show the measured data (left-hand column) and the theoretical
prediction (right-hand column) for input signals of (a),(b) N = 3,
(c),(d) N = 4, and (e),(f) N = 5.

for quantum dot frequency multipliers in terms of thermal
budget are promising.

We now turn to operating the same device as
a microwave mixer. Potential applications for spin
qubits include developing millikelvin-operating quadra-
ture demodulators (which are commonly used for qubit
readout [16]), and to modulate spin-resonance signals for
qubit control. In this experiment, we perform three-wave
mixing by applying two signals to the gate (of amplitudes
Vf1 and Vf2 at corresponding frequencies f1 and f2 in Fig. 1).
The mixer generates output signals at the sum and dif-
ference frequencies (f1 − f2 and f1 + f2) as well as higher
harmonics. In this instance, we measure the difference-
frequency component by setting f1 − f2 = fout. We keep
f1 − f2 constant because of the impedance-matching circuit
on R (Fig. 1); however, f1 and f2 can otherwise be varied
arbitrarily [29].

Figure 5(a) presents data of the difference frequency
output for f1 = 842.22 MHz and f2 = 613.92 MHz, mea-
sured as a function of the dc voltage (again over a single
Coulomb peak) and amplitude Vf2 . Vf1 serves as the local
oscillator (LO) for the mixer and is fixed at 3.5 mV in
Fig. 5(a). Figure 5(b) demonstrates the effect of the dc
bias voltage on the mixer output. Choosing a bias voltage
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FIG. 5. Input power and frequency dependence of the quan-
tum dot mixer output. (a) The current measured at the difference
frequency f1 − f2 for f1 = 842.22 MHz and f2 = 613.92 MHz as
a function of Vdc and Vf2 . Vf1 is fixed at 3.5 mV and functions
as the local oscillator for the mixer. Mixing output is observed
when the dc bias is set to the side of the Coulomb peak, as here
the nonlinear admittance permits three-wave mixing. The blue
circles and red stars indicate two different dc bias points that
change the mixer output characteristics, as shown in (b). (b) The
dependence of the mixer output on the dc operating point. Choos-
ing Vdc = VLO maximizes mixer output (blue circles), however
choosing a value of Vdc < VLO increases the input range over
which the output is linear. P1 dB indicates the input amplitude
for which the output deviates from linearity by 1 dB (the 1 dB
compression point) for the corresponding data. (c) The output
of the mixer measured up to gigahertz frequencies. We measure
the mixer output for input frequencies of fc = 728 MHz and 5.8,
13.6, 18.6, and 25.5 GHz, where fc is the center input frequency.
Output is still clearly observed at the difference frequency for
fc = 25.5 GHz. The data at fc = 728 MHz matches the frequency
condition for the data in (a) and (b). The traces are offset by 10 pA
for clarity.

Vdc equal to the LO voltage maximizes the mixer output
amplitude (blue circles); however, setting Vdc < VLO max-
imizes the range of input amplitudes for which the mixer
output is linear (red stars). Depending on the application,
different dc bias conditions might be utilized. The precise
values chosen for f1 and f2 in this experiment are represen-
tative, with similar results being shown over a wide range
of frequencies.

To demonstrate the achievable bandwidth of the mixer,
we increase both f1 and f2 to gigahertz frequencies (still
maintaining f1 − f2 = fout). Figure 5(c) shows the mixing

output at fout taken while sweeping Vdc over one Coulomb
peak for input signals with varying center frequency fc =
728 MHz and 5.8, 13.6, 18.6, and 25.5 GHz, where fc =
( f1 + f2)/2. In these measurements, Vf1 = Vf2 ∼ 2 mV.
The dataset at 728 MHz is at the same frequency as
the data in Fig. 5(a). The asymmetry of the mixer out-
put over a Coulomb peak at the highest frequencies is
reproduced in our numerical model by assuming asym-
metric tunnel in and out rates, the effect of which is more
pronounced as fc becomes comparable to the lower tunnel
rate (Appendix E).

We observe down-converted output from the mixer up
to input frequencies of 25.5 GHz, promising for future
on-chip modulation applications that will require modulat-
ing signals in the megahertz-to-gigahertz range for qubit
readout and tens of gigahertz for quantum gates. The
fact that STM-fabricated gates can respond to applied fre-
quencies of approximately 25 GHz is also promising for
future fault-tolerant designs using this technology, which
require precisely timed pulses synchronized across parallel
gates [1]. Previous experiments have demonstrated STM-
fabricated gates operating up to 13 GHz [43]—our results
significantly extend this; however, further work is required
to precisely measure the propagation characteristics of
two-dimensional (2D) phosphorus-doped leads deep into
gigahertz frequencies. Our numerical simulations show
that signal output from the mixer is no longer possible
if the output frequency (i.e., f1 − f2 or f1 + f2 if gener-
ating the sum frequency) approaches the tunnel rate (the
input frequencies can actually exceed it; see Appendix E).
The tunnel rate thus sets the ultimate limit on mixer band-
width, implying that sum-or-difference-frequency output
should be possible up to approximately 25 GHz in the
present device. For further STM-fabricated devices, this
frequency limit can be increased by moving the QD and R
closer together, thereby increasing the tunnel rate. A tunnel
rate of 50 GHz would mean modulation of quantum gate
drive signals (typically 30–40 GHz for single 31P donors
in silicon [44]) should be achievable.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Using atomic precision hydrogen-resist lithography, we
have fabricated a quantum dot microwave modulator with
a geometry engineered at the nanoscale to maximize gate
lever arm. In contrast to previous STM-fabricated devices
[45–47], this device is intended to advance classical con-
trol and readout at millikelvin temperature rather than
host qubits. We have demonstrated that the admittance of
the tunnel-coupled quantum dot is nonlinear and we have
used this nonlinear admittance as a resource to operate the
device both as a frequency multiplier and a microwave
mixer. We have shown that the mixer can generate out-
put over a wide input frequency range up to approximately
25 GHz, limited in this device by the QD-to-R tunnel
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rate. Based on a theoretical analysis, we predict that when
operated as a frequency multiplier, the device could also
generate output up to approximately 25 GHz, again lim-
ited by the tunnel rate. We have demonstrated how the
theory used to describe the nonlinear nature of the quan-
tum dot admittance is relevant to dispersive readout of spin
qubits, as it reveals the fundamental limit on the achievable
amount of signal. We have found that it should be possible
to detect dispersive signals with a signal-to-noise ratio of 2
for an integration time of 14 ns using an ideal impedance-
matching circuit, similar to the highest-sensitivity charge
detection reported to date in semiconductor qubits. We
have also calculated the power dissipated by the device and
estimated that under realistic operating conditions for driv-
ing quantum gate operations in a phosphorus-donor qubit
system, the device would dissipate approximately 4 pW
of power. We note that although this number for power
dissipation is a theoretical estimate, we have not observed
any heating of the cryostat for experimental configurations
expected to dissipate � 4 pW of power based on the same
theory.

Our device is thus a low-dissipation reactive circuit ele-
ment, fully compatible with millikelvin temperatures and
readily integrable with fabrication techniques for semi-
conductor spin-based quantum computing devices. We
note that although our present experimental setup is not
equipped with a magnet, the magnitude of the quantum
capacitance in a similar quantum dot–reservoir coupled
system has been shown to be independent of the mag-
netic field [48], meaning that our device operation should
be compatible with the fields typically required for spin-
qubit operation. We also note that the mixer device that
we demonstrate here could, in principle, be implemented
with any quantum dot technology. STM lithography has
some significant advantages that make scaling a large-scale
modulator chip more geometrically tractable (specifically,
a lower gate density and a smaller device footprint); how-
ever, in particular, nanowire devices with wraparound
gates have demonstrated gate lever arms α > 0.9, which
would be beneficial for modulator performance [32]. Tun-
able tunnel barriers in gate-defined quantum dots would
also allow adjustment of the modulator operation band-
width, which is difficult for STM devices in which tunnel
barriers are fixed at the time of fabrication. In the future,
quantum dot based circuit elements such as mixers and
parametric amplifiers could be integrated on the same chip
as the qubits, to form a hybrid quantum classical integrated
circuit.
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APPENDIX A: DEVICE DETAILS AND
MEASUREMENT SETUP

The device is fabricated using atomic precision lithog-
raphy in an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) environment, then
encapsulated with 50 nm of epitaxially grown silicon.
After encapsulation, the device is removed from UHV and
electrical connection is made to the phosphorus layer using
aluminum ohmic contacts. Figure 1 shows a schematic
of the key components of our measurement setup; here,
we provide further details of the device and measurement
setup. Figure 6 shows the full experimental configura-
tion, including the details of all electrical components. The
device is glued and bonded to a custom-designed printed
circuit board (PCB) using a low-loss Rogers RO4003 lam-
inate dielectric. The resonant impedance-matching circuit
is formed by a surface-mount inductor (L = 1200 nH)
together with the parasitic capacitance to ground (Cp =
0.4 pF), giving a resonance frequency of 228.3 MHz. A
parallel capacitor (CM = 39 pF) is added to complete a
π -matching filter. With the device bonded, the resonator
has a quality factor of Q ∼ 120 when cooled to cryogenic
temperatures. The dc voltages to the device terminals are
supplied via bias-tee circuits that are external to the main-
device PCB. For the gate voltage, a Pasternack PE1621
bias tee (located at room temperature outside the cryostat)
is used to combine dc and rf voltages (up to 40 GHz) to the
gate. For the reservoir voltage, a hand-soldered RC bias
tee (R = 10 k�, C = 220 pF, target cutoff frequency of
approximately 70 kHz), located inside the cryostat on an
additional PCB, is used to combine dc and rf voltages to
the gate. The transmission pathway between the aluminum
ohmic contacts and the device bond pads is designed to
form a coplanar waveguide impedance matched to 50 � for
high-frequency signal transmission. The signal tracks on
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FIG. 6. The full measurement configuration. The ac signals are
supplied to the device gate (G) using either SRS SG382 sig-
nal generators (for frequencies <2 GHz) or a Keysight E8267D
vector signal generator (for frequencies >2 GHz). The dc sig-
nals are supplied to the gate via a Pasternack PE1621 bias tee.
The resonant impedance-matching circuit is formed by an induc-
tor (L = 1200 nH) and the parasitic capacitance of the circuit
(CP ∼ 0.4 pF), together with an additional capacitor (CM = 39
pF) to form a π -matching circuit. A bias tee is also connected
to the reservoir lead (R) to allow dc voltages to be applied and
ac voltages to be transmitted (CB = 220 pF, RB = 10 k�, cut-
off frequency of approximately 70 kHz). The signal from the
reservoir side is amplified at 4 K and room temperature, before
being acquired on a spectrum analyzer (Keysight N9000A).
A directional coupler (DC) provides the option of performing
reflectometry measurements.

the PCB are also designed to be 50-� impedance matched.
The device PCB is enclosed within a custom-designed cop-
per box and cooled down to approximately 300 mK in a
sorption-pumped 3He refrigerator. The refrigerator cannot
maintain base temperature continuously and in our exper-
iments has an average “hold time” of approximately 4 h,
followed by a recondensing cycle of approximately 40 min
to return to base temperature.

APPENDIX B: QUANTUM DOT CHARGING
ENERGY AND LEVER ARMS

Figure 7(a) shows a 2D map acquired in reflectome-
try, sweeping the gate voltage versus the reservoir voltage.
Regular Coulomb peaks are observed when the Fermi
energy of the reservoir is aligned with an available charge
state on the QD, a charge-degeneracy point. The black
dashed line in Fig. 7(a) has a slope of exactly one, which
matches almost exactly the slope of the charge-degeneracy
lines. The slope of the charge-degeneracy lines is related to
the lever arms of the gate and reservoir terminals acting on
the QD. The lever arm of lead i is defined by αi = Ci/C� ,
where C� = ∑

i Ci is the total sum capacitance. The slope
of the charge-degeneracy line is given by

�VR

�VG
= αG

1 − αR
, (B1)

where αG is the gate lever arm and αR is the reser-
voir lever arm. The fact that the slope of the charge-
degeneracy line is equal to one in our experiment means
that αG + αR = 1, from which it follows directly that CG +
CR = C� , i.e., that the only two contributions to the QD
total capacitance are from the gate and reservoir terminals.

Figure 7(b) shows a line cut through multiple Coulomb
peaks [with 0.076 V applied to the reservoir terminal in
Fig. 7(a)]. The spacing between Coulomb peaks (i.e., the
addition voltage Ec/αG) is extremely regular, with a spac-
ing of 16.7 ± 0.4 mV. The fact that our addition voltage
is very consistent over multiple Coulomb peaks demon-
strates that our QD is large enough to be in the “metallic”
dot regime.

APPENDIX C: DERIVATION OF ANALYTIC
EXPRESSIONS USED IN THE MAIN TEXT

In the main text, we have introduced Eq. (3) to describe
the Fourier component of the current at the drive frequency
when the quantum dot is driven by a sinusoidal voltage
and Eq. (5) which describes the power broadening of a
Coulomb peak. Here, we provide brief derivations for both
of these analytic expressions.

To derive Eq. (5), we use a simple model that is valid
in the limit of large driving amplitude (Vac � V0). In this
regime, the ac voltages applied are much greater than the
line width of the charge transition and the charge-voltage
relation of the circuit near one charge transition (taken to
be at Vdc = 0) is approximately a Heaviside step function,

q(V) = αe	(V). (C1)

We further assume that the tunnel rate � is much faster than
the driving frequency f (� � f ), such that an electron
charge responds instantaneously to a change in voltage. In
this regime, when the gate is driven by voltage VG(t) =
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FIG. 7. The quantum dot Coulomb peaks. (a) A gate versus reservoir voltage scan, showing regular Coulomb peaks at QD charge-
degeneracy positions. The dashed black line has a slope of exactly one (closely matching the QD transition line slope), showing that
the only relevant capacitive couplings to the QD are from gate and reservoir terminals. (b) A line cut at VR = 0.076 V. Over a 150-mV
range, the QD addition voltage is highly regular, indicating that the QD is in the metallic regime.

Vdc + Vac cos(2π ft) the resulting current is a series of delta
functions,

I(t) = d
dt

q[VG(t)] = αe
{
δ

[
t − 1

2π f
arccos

(−Vdc

Vac

)]

− δ

[
t − 1

f
+ 1

2π f
arccos

(−Vdc

Vac

)]}
, (C2)

for |Vac| < |Vdc|. The Fourier amplitude of the current at
the N th harmonic frequency is

I(nf ) = 2if
∫ f −1

0
sin(2πnft)I(t)dt

= 4iαef (−1)n sin
[

n arccos
(

Vdc

Vac

)]

= 4iαef (−1)n

√
1 −

(
Vdc

Vac

)2

Un−1

(
Vdc

Vac

)
, (C3)

where Un−1(x) is the Chebyshev polynomial of the second
kind. The first few harmonics are

I(f ) = −4iαef

√
1 −

(
Vdc

Vac

)2

,

I(2f ) = 4iαef

√
1 −

(
Vdc

Vac

)2 [
2
(

Vdc

Vac

)]
,

I(3f ) = −4iαef

√
1 −

(
Vdc

Vac

)2
[

4
(

Vdc

Vac

)2

− 1

]
,

I(4f ) = 4iαef

√
1 −

(
Vdc

Vac

)2
[

8
(

Vdc

Vac

)3

− 4
(

Vdc

Vac

)]
.

(C4)

The absolute values of these expressions are plotted in
Fig. 8, for comparison with the experimental data in Fig. 3.
The model reproduces the multinodal structure of the har-
monic responses, with the model accurately reproducing
the experimental data in the limit of large |Vac|. At smaller
voltages, the step-function approximation breaks down and
the currents measured are smaller than predicted by this
model. However, fitting the expression for the first har-
monic in Eq. (C4) to the data is an accurate way to calibrate
Vac as a function of Vin, as described in the main text.
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FIG. 8. The harmonic responses of the quantum dot frequency
multiplier predicted by step-function approximation. The abso-
lute values of the Fourier components of the current at N = 1,
2, 3, 4 harmonics [calculated from Eq. (C3)] are plotted as a
function of a dc offset voltage from a charge degeneracy Vdc
and ac voltage Vac. The voltage units are arbitrary. The current
amplitude is expressed in units of αef .
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To derive Eq. (3), we start from the charge-voltage rela-
tion for a lifetime-broadened charge transition [Eq. (1)],

q(VG) = αe
π

arctan
(

VG

V0

)
, (C5)

where V0 is a characteristic voltage scale defined in
the main text. Assuming Vdc = 0, we then have VG =
Vac cos(ωt). We substitute this into Eq. (C5) and taken the
Fourier integral over a single period, which results in an
analytic expression:

q(ω) = ω

π

∫ 2π/ω

0
q(t) cos(ωt)dt (C6)

= 2αe
π

(
−1 +

√
1 + (Vac/V0)2

Vac/V0

)
. (C7)

The current is given by the time derivative of the charge
(i.e., I(ω) = −iωq(ω)),

I(ω) = −4iαef

(√
1 + (Vac/V0)2 − 1

Vac/V0

)
, (C8)

which is Eq. (3). With Vac calibrated using the first har-
monic of Eq. (C4), fitting this expression to the experimen-
tal data along a line cut at Vdc = 0 is an accurate way of
calibrating Iac, as outlined in the main text.

APPENDIX D: NUMERICAL MODELING OF
MIXER OUTPUT

When operating the device as a mixer by applying two
signals of noncommensurate frequencies f1, f2 to give a

time-varying voltage

VG(t) = Vdc + V1 cos(2π f1t) + V2 cos(2π f2t), (D1)

it is more difficult to derive an analytic formula for the
mixer output current, so we calculate it numerically. In
this appendix, we show that our numerical modeling of the
mixer is consistent with the experimental data. We show
the result of such a calculation in Fig. 9. As there is no
absolute voltage scale in this model, we can summarize the
voltage dependence of the mixing output in terms of ratios
of the voltages. In Fig. 9(a), we show a calculation of the
output current at frequency fout = f2 − f1 as a function of
dc offset Vdc/V2 and ac amplitude V1/V2. Here, we choose
f2 = 3.6891fout and f1 = 2.6891fout to match the frequency
relationships of Fig. 5(a). The result shown here compares
well with the experimentally measured results in Fig. 5(a).
In Fig. 9(b), we show the same information replotted as a
function of the two input amplitudes V1 and V2 relative to
a fixed Vdc. The maximum mixing output is for voltages
V1 = V2 ≈ Vdc.

The mixer can perform up-conversion mixing (where
the output is then at fout = f1 + f2) as well as the down-
conversion mixing discussed in the main text. From the
numerical calculations, we also observe that the current at
frequency fout = f2 ± f1 is proportional to fout but otherwise
independent of the input frequencies f1 and f2. To illustrate
this, we plot in Fig. 9(c) the current at fout for Vdc = V1 =
V2 as a function of fc = (f2 + f1)/2 for down-conversion
mixing [the orange curve in Fig. 9(c)] and fd = (f2 − f1)/2
for up-conversion mixing [the blue curve in Fig. 9(c)].
The center frequency fc for down-conversion mixing is the
same as that defined in the main text and we define fd for
up-conversion mixing as a parameter that can be varied
while fout is kept fixed. The result shows that independent
of the input frequencies and whether the desired output is
up-conversion or down-conversion, the output amplitude is
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FIG. 9. Numerical modeling of the mixer output. (a) The dependence of the mixing output current at frequency fout = f2 − f1 on the
dc offset Vdc and ac amplitude V1 for a fixed V2. This corresponds to Fig. 5(a). (b) The same as in (a) but plotted as a function of V1, V2
relative to a fixed Vdc. The maximum output occurs when V1 = V2. (c) The frequency dependence of the mixing output as a function of
fc = (f2 + f1)/2 for down-conversion mixing for fixed fout (orange curve) and fd = (f2 − f1)/2 for up-conversion mixing (blue curve).
We observe that the mixing output amplitude is independent of the input frequencies chosen provided that their sum or difference is
equal to fout.
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FIG. 10. Linearity of the mixer output current with respect
to the IF signal amplitude. (a) The calculated output current
at frequency frf = fIF + fLO as a function of the “intermediate-
frequency” amplitude VIF when applying a dc bias Vdc and fixed
local oscillator tone of amplitude VLO at frequency fLO. The
dashed line indicates a perfectly linear response for comparison.
(b) The calculated up-conversion output, expressed in dB units
relative to a perfectly linear response. The response is linear to
within about 1 dB, up to the saturation of the output at about
1.2αefrf.

the same, approximately 1.2αefout. This is also consistent
with experimental observations.

One figure of merit for the up-conversion and down-
conversion mixing processes is the linearity of the modu-
lated output with respect to one input signal. For example,
given an input signal VIF(t) (which is to be up-converted
to frequency frf = fIF + fLO using a fixed dc bias point Vdc,
local oscillator of frequency fLO and amplitude VLO), over
what input range is the output linear. Using the model
described above, we find the conversion process to have
the largest range of linearity when VLO > Vdc [as shown
in the experimental data in Fig. 5(b)]. This is illustrated

in Fig. 10(a), which shows the converted output signal as
a function of a smaller intermediate-frequency signal VIF
for VLO = 1.5Vdc, the same data as a vertical cut through
Fig. 9(b) at V1/Vdc = 1.5. The deviation of the output
from its initial linear trend is expressed in units of dB in
Fig. 10(b). We see that up to the saturation of the output
(approximately 1.2 αefrf) it remains linear to within about
1.5 dB.

APPENDIX E: FINITE-TUNNEL-RATE EFFECTS:
DISSIPATION, MIXER BANDWIDTH, AND BIAS

ASYMMETRY

The theory in Appendixes A–D assumes that the elec-
tron tunnels instantaneously in response to the changing
gate voltage or, equivalently, that the electron tunnel rate is
much greater than the operating frequencies of the mixer.
We can relax this assumption to understand the effect of
finite tunnel rates, dissipation, and the bandwidth limita-
tions of the mixer. Now assume that an electron tunnels
stochastically with a fixed average rate �in/2π to tun-
nel into the dot and �out/2π to tunnel out. Then, the
time-averaged charge on the gate obeys the rate equation

d
dt

〈q〉 =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

�in

2π
(〈q〉 − αe) , for VG(t) > 0,

−�out

2π
〈q〉 , for VG(t) < 0.

(E1)

For a steady-state single-tone input signal V(t) = Vdc +
Vac cos(ωt), this equation has an analytic solution, which
we do not reproduce here in full because of its complex-
ity, but in the simple case Vdc → 0, �in = �out → �, the
solution is

〈q〉 (t) =

⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

αe 1
1+exp

(
− �

2ω

) exp
(− �

2π
t + π

2ω

)
, for

π

2
≤ t <

3π

2
,

αe
[

1 − 1
1+exp

(−�
2ω

) exp
(− �

2π
t + 5π

2ω

)]
, for 0 ≤ t <

π

2
,

3π

2
≤ t < 2π .

(E2)

The average power dissipated is

〈P〉 = 2π

ω

∫ 2π
ω

0
Vac cos

(
ωt′
) d 〈q〉

dt
dt′

= Vac
αeω
π

2πω�

�2 + (2πω)2 . (E3)

The analytic expression for the power dissipation with
nonzero dc bias is very complicated but it has the approx-
imate dependence 〈P〉 ∝

√
1 − (Vdc/Vac)2, the same bias

dependence as the current [Eq. (C4)]. We use the expres-
sion given in Eq. (E3) to calculate the power dissipated
during a frequency-multiplier application in the main text,
putting in the numbers ω = 2π × 2.8 GHz, α = 0.7, Vac =
20 mV, which results in 〈P〉 = 4 pW.

In the main text, we state that the ultimate bandwidth
limit of the mixer is determined by the QD to R tun-
nel rate �. We state that output is no longer observed
when the output frequency approaches � and that the
input frequencies f1 and f2 can actually exceed �. In this
appendix, we provide evidence for this statement using a
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FIG. 11. The mixer response in the time domain with finite-
tunnel-rate effects. (a) An example of a down-conversion mixer
input voltage in arbitrary units, V(t) = 1 + cos(2π × 6t) +
cos(2π × 7t). The output frequency is assumed to be fout = 1.
(b) The same plot as (a) but for a negative dc bias voltage. (c) The
charge response of the quantum dot to the input voltage shown in
(a), assuming tunnel rates much faster than the input frequencies.
(d) A plot similar to (c) for the negative dc bias wave form shown
in (b). (e) The charge response of the quantum dot with the effects
of finite tunnel rates included. The light-blue curve shows the
average charge response assuming equal tunnel on and off rates,
�in = �out = 2π × 2fout. The dark-blue curve shows that when
the tunnel-out rate is increased to �out = 2π × 10fout, the charge
oscillations (and therefore the mixer output) are enhanced. (f)
The same simulation as in (e) but assuming negative dc bias. The
red curve assumes equal tunnel on and off rates. The brown curve
is for asymmetric tunnel rates, which leads to a suppression of the
charge oscillations.

numerical model describing the time dynamics of electron
tunneling when an input of two signals is applied, VG(t) =
Vdc + V1 cos(2π f1) + V2 cos(2π f2). Figure 11(a) shows a
few cycles of VG(t) for Vdc = V1 = V2 = 1 and f1 = 6,
f2 = 7. We consider a down-conversion mixing process at
frequency fout = f2 − f1 = 1 and we see the beating pat-
tern, which has slow frequency fout. During part of the beat
period, the combined ac voltages are too small to reach the
charge transition at V = 0 and the charge remains local-
ized on the quantum dot, near times t ≈ 0.5, 1.5, 2.5, . . ..
In the other part of the beat period, the electron is pumped
back and forth rapidly, as shown in Fig. 11(b) near times
t ≈ 1, 2, 3, . . .. The Fourier component of the charge oscil-
lations at frequency fout is insensitive to these fast oscil-
lations, at approximately f1 + f2, which is why the total
mixer output current is proportional to the output fre-
quency fout but nearly independent of the input frequencies
f1, f2.
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FIG. 12. The numerical modeling of the asymmetric mixer
output current due to finite-tunnel-rate effects. The simulated
mixer output as a function of the dc bias, for direct compar-
ison with Fig. 5(c), assuming asymmetric tunnel rates �in =
2π × 25 GHz and �out = �in/2.

The light-blue trace in Fig. 11(e) shows the aver-
age steady-state charge response of the quantum dot in
response to the applied voltage of Fig. 11(a), averaged over
many oscillation periods, given tunnel rates �in = �out =
2π × 2fout. The finite tunnel rate has the effect of applying
a low-pass filter, which averages over the fast oscillations
but has little effect on the Fourier component at frequency
fout, even when the input frequencies are faster than the
tunnel rate. We note that in the case when f1, f2 are larger
than the tunnel rate, although the average charge response
is the same, the electron charge does not necessarily follow
the voltage adiabatically and there could be dissipation and
noise added to the mixing output.

We also suggest a possible explanation of the asymme-
try of mixer output with respect to Vdc over a Coulomb
peak that we observe in the experiment [seen in Fig. 5(c)].
We can reproduce this effect in our numerical model by
assuming two distinct tunnel rates for an electron to tun-
nel on and off the quantum dot, �in �= �out. We illustrate
this with the dark-blue trace in Fig. 11(e), which is the
same as the light-blue trace except we assume a faster
tunnel-out rate, �out = 2π × 10fout, but the same tunnel-
in rate �in = 2π × 2fout. Here, we see enhancement in the
average charge oscillation because with this dc bias, the
electron spends most its time on the quantum dot, so a
faster tunnel-out rate leads to more “off” time, on aver-
age. By comparison, when the opposite dc bias is applied,
Vdc = −1, as shown in Fig. 11(f), the average oscillation
is reduced compared to the equal-tunnel-rate case.
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To determine the impact a tunnel-rate asymmetry would
have on our mixer device, we repeat the above simu-
lation using the same input and output frequencies as
in the experiment, assuming tunnel rates of �in = 2π ×
25 GHz and �out = �in/2. The results, shown in Fig. 12,
are roughly consistent with the experiment [Fig. 5(c)].
We speculate that a factor-of-2 difference in the tunnel-
in compared to the tunnel-out rate could be due to the
dot ground state having a spin degeneracy of 2 but it
could also be due to nonuniform density of states in the
reservoir or the quantum dot itself. The tunnel rates may
also not be independent of the gate voltage as we have
assumed.

APPENDIX F: MULTIELECTRON DRIVING AT
LARGE ac VOLTAGES

In the main text, we have worked in a regime where
only a single electron is contributing to the tunneling
process and our theoretical analysis assumes this to be
the case. However in our device, we have also observed
multielectron tunneling when operating the device as a fre-
quency multiplier, by applying a large enough ac voltage
amplitude to exceed the charging voltage of our quan-
tum dot. In this case, the ac voltage spans more than
one Coulomb peak and multiple electrons can contribute
to the output current. Figure 13 shows experimental data
obtained using N = 12 over a range of Vac values large
enough to drive multiple electrons. An interference pat-
tern is observed, with constructive addition to the current
at some combinations of Vdc and Vac and destructive at
others. In the future, it may be possible to take advan-
tage of constructive-interference effects to increase the
maximum possible output current; however, we have not
carefully studied this effect in this work. It is worth not-
ing that the drive amplitude of 20 mV calculated for using
the frequency multiplier to drive qubit gate operations
(Appendix G) actually exceeds the charging voltage in the
device studied here; however, in future devices, the charg-
ing voltage could be increased by reducing the size of the
quantum dot.

APPENDIX G: CALCULATION OF
ELECTRICALLY DRIVEN QUANTUM GATE

OPERATION TIME

Here, we describe the method used to calculate the input
voltage required to drive Rabi oscillations at a frequency
of 6 MHz in an electrically driven donor qubit system,
the results of which are described in the main text. EDSR
is popular in semiconductor spin-based quantum comput-
ing devices [50,51] due to the ease of applying electric
fields localized at the nanoscale compared to the mag-
netic fields used for magnetically driven spin resonance.
We use the parameters of Ref. [41], as this provides a
comprehensive study of EDSR in a donor-based system.
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FIG. 13. Frequency multiplication with N = 12 and strong ac
driving. When Vac exceeds the charging voltage of the quan-
tum dot (given by Ec/α), multiple electrons can contribute to
the output current, leading to the interference effects observed
here.

Specifically, Ref. [41] considers two tunnel-coupled donor
quantum dots separated by 11.4 nm. The application of
a magnetic field of 0.5 T causes Zeeman splitting of the
energy levels of an electron bound to one of the donors.
If an alternating electric field is applied to the system,
the electron is shuttled backward and forward between the
two donor quantum dots, experiencing an effective alter-
nating magnetic field due to the difference in hyperfine
interactions strengths between the two quantum dots. If the
frequency of the applied electric field matches the Zeeman
energy, the electron spin undergoes Rabi oscillations. In
Ref. [41], an electric field of 15 kV/m is shown to drive
Rabi oscillations at approximately 6 MHz frequency for a
Zeeman splitting of 14 GHz. A device similar to the fre-
quency multiplier described in the main text could be used
to up-convert an input signal at a lower frequency to a fre-
quency matching the spin-resonance condition. The output
of the frequency multiplier would then be transmitted to
a gate, which would electrically drive the qubit system.
An electric field of 15 kV/m corresponds to a voltage of
450 µV applied to a gate located 30 nm from the donor-
based qubit system, which is straightforward to fabricate
using atomic precision lithography. For an input to the fre-
quency multiplier at 2.8 GHz, we use a numerical solver
to estimate that an input signal amplitude of 20 mV would
be required to generate an output voltage of 450 µV at 14
GHz. This is the value quoted in the main text.

It should also be noted that in the main text it is stated
that magnetic fields of 1.5 T are required for single-spin
qubits (meaning approximately 40-GHz qubit drive fre-
quencies); however, this is assuming that qubit readout
is performed by spin-selective tunneling to an electron
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reservoir [52]. In Ref. [41], spin-selective tunneling to an
ancillary quantum dot is instead used for qubit readout,
which relaxes the requirement that the Zeeman splitting
be greater than thermal broadening in the reservoir. Lower
magnetic fields (and hence lower qubit drive frequencies)
can be used in this case.

APPENDIX H: ALTERNATIVE
CHARGE-TRANSITION LINE SHAPES

In the device used in our measurements, the Coulomb
peaks are lifetime broadened, so that the line shape (aver-
age charge occupancy of the quantum dot as a function
of gate voltage) is determined by the tunnel coupling to
a Fermi sea of electrons with uniform density of states,
which leads to a Lorentzian shape (we see evidence of
asymmetry in the tunnel-in and tunnel-out rates, so the
Lorentzian line shape may be an oversimplification; how-
ever, the exact line shape does not change the performance
of the mixer qualitatively, particularly for large input
amplitudes).

Another possible line shape in devices with smaller
tunnel couplings or operating at higher temperatures is pri-
marily determined by thermal broadening, when kBT �
��. In this case, the charge-voltage relationship is

q(V) = αe
2

[
1 + tanh

(
αe

2kBT
V
)]

. (H1)

The same analysis as in the main text applies, with the
parameter replacements

Cq = α2e2

4kBT
, V0 = 2kBT

αe
. (H2)

The admittance of the quantum dot, its nonlinear behavior,
and the performance of the mixer are all qualitatively the
same in this regime.

Another case we can consider is that the gate addresses
a charge transition between two quantum dots. Modeling
these as a two-level quantum system with tunnel coupling
between the dots tc and Hamiltonian Ĥ = −αeV/2σ̂z +
tcσ̂x, and assuming the electron always remains in the
ground state of the system, the gate-reservoir charge-
voltage relation is

q(V) = αe
2

⎡
⎣1 +

αe
2tc

V√
1 + ( αe

2tc
)2V2

⎤
⎦ . (H3)

Here, the capacitance and voltage scales are

Cq = α2e2

2tc
V0 = 2tc

αe
. (H4)

Again there is no significant qualitative difference between
this case and the one discussed in the main text. The

response will be different if the charge state behaves nona-
diabatically under the influence of the driving voltage,
which will happen when the drive frequency is comparable
to the tunnel coupling.
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